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A Study of Promoting Hantana Tea Museum among Tourists as an 

Archaeological Heritage 

P.W.G. Lakmini Supunkumari Jayarathne 

 

Sri Lanka is a Country, where famous for its mouthwatering tea, because of the excellent 

of Ceylon tea. Currently Sri Lankan Tea industry has become one of most demanded tea 

product in the world and it is a major commercial crop out of three commercial crop in Sri 

Lanka. As well as today the tea plantation of Sri Lanka has become as a most attracted 

Land Scape in Sri Lankan Tourism industry. However, after establishing tea industry in Sri 

Lanka, a new technology also established in Sri Lanka. Although, with the beginning 

globalization, generated novel technologies and machines. They were more efficiency and 

old machines were removed from tea factories. Today they have become a heritage of the 

tea industry. Hantana Tea Museum is a place where, conserve that heritage. Therefore, there 

is a huge archaeological value. Most of tourist love to see and visit these kind of heritages. 

Therefore, the research objectives based on recognizing the Hantana Tea Museum and its 

archaeological value and also the way it promotes among the tourists. When studying about 

the museum can be recognized the archaeological value of the place and also can be 

recognized the tourist arrival of the place. I collected information though the internet, field 

study and also by interviews. According to the study Hantana tea museum building was an 

old tea factory and there is a huge collection of old machinery, some dating back more than 

a century. Today this tea museum is a popular tourist attraction among both foreign and 

domestic tourists. Some of foreign tourists visit here for buy good condition of tea. As well 

as they wish to see the great history of Ceylon tea industry while seeing breath taking 

panoramic view of Kandy city surrounding by the Hunnasgiriya, Knuckles range and the 

Malate range of hills and landscape of tea plantations surrounding the museum. Finally, the 

research out comes can be conclude as can be given a most authentic experience to visitors 

in this place and also can be protect this archaeological heritage as a tourist attraction.  
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